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Motivation (1)

Parallel/distributed processing, in a broad 
sense, is becoming a common & necessary 
activity for researchers/students
• no longer “experts-only” activities



Examples
Coordination between remote devices
• sensors and processors

Network measurements and monitoring
Network (CS, P2P) middleware and apps
• file sharing, overlay

Processing large data
• web/text/data mining

CPU hogs
• processor simulation, graphics rendering, …

Traditional scientific code



Motivation (2)

Platforms have become standard
• your investment on SW development will survive

Cluster(s) of PCs. Nothing special in HW/OS. 
A typical configuration:
• IA32 based CPUs (1 or 2 CPUs in a box)
• Linux OS
• Cheap GigE switches (or even FastEthernet)
• “Good enough” for a majority of tasks





General goals of this talk

Overview a spectrum of available software that 
helps parallel/distributed processing
Explain “one solution does not fit all”
• They differ in, among others,

• levels (ease of use/programming)
• generalities
• assumptions on the environment

Give hints on how to choose the right tools to 
use (the right level at which you work)



The rest of the talk

Example scenarios
Parallel command submission tools
Message passing
Distributed objects



Part I : Example Scenarios

1. Parameter sweep simulation
2. Large data analysis
3. Network measurements
4. P2P communication tools
5. Scientific computation



Scenario 1. Parameter sweep 
simulation

Example task: determine the best “cache size, 
associativity” configuration of a hypothetical new 
processor
• cache size from 512K, 1M, 2M, 4M,
• associativity from direct, 2, 4, 8,
• 20 benchmark programs,
• ending up with 320 simulations each taking three hours…

Major complexities : task dispatching (find idle 
processors)



Scenario 2. Large data analysis

Example task : given 100 million web pages, 
plot the distribution of their outbound links 
(power-law distribution)
Major complexities :
• large data
• accessing remote data (not directly accessible with 

file systems)



Scenario 3. Network measurements

Example task : measure latencies among given 20 
computers, within and across sites
Major complexities :
• coordination between processes (schedule measurements)
• how to connect processes (announce port numbers, etc.)

A B C D E
...

A .12 X .24 .48
B .09 X .35
C .25 .33
D .75
E



Scenario 4. P2P communication tools

Example task : support P2P communication 
among users (e.g., Skype)
• Users join the network and announce their 

presence
• They then contact other users specifying their 

names (e.g., phone number)
Major complexities : 
• track and announce user presence



Scenario 5. Scientific computation

Example task : simulate the diffusion of heat 
using SOR method
for some timesteps:

for (i, j) in [0,M] x [0,M]
a[i,j] = (a[i+1,j] + a[i-1,j] 

+ a[i,j+1] + a[i,j-1]) * 0.25 + …

Major complexities :
• partition large number of elements into processors
• communicate updated data



Part II : Parallel Command 
Submission Tools



Basic Idea

Run a program on many machines 
simultaneously, giving the same or similar 
command line arguments to them
Tools
• GXP
• dsh
• MPD (distributed with MPICH2)
• PVM



What they basically do for you

Conceptually, they all make the following kind 
of tasks easier and faster
• ssh machine000 〈command〉

ssh machine001 〈command〉
ssh machine002 〈command〉

…
ssh machine191 〈command〉



easier : you only have to type 〈command〉 once
faster : 
• some (GXP, MPD, PVM) do not freshly 

connect/authenticate on every single command 
invocation

Some (GXP, dsh) of them allow you to pipe 
their standard inputs/outputs from/to a local 
process



GXP

shell% gxp
GXP% cluster istbs???
GXP% explore    # run daemons
GXP% e 〈command〉
GXP% e {{ 〈command〉 }} command

# pipe (merge) standard out

GXP% e command {{ 〈command〉 }} 
# pipe (dup) standard in



dsh

list all machines in a file and then
• % dsh –file 〈machines〉 –c 〈command〉
• % dsh –file 〈machines〉 –c 〈command〉 | 〈command〉
• % 〈command〉 | dsh –file 〈machinefile〉 –c -i 〈command〉



MPD

list all machines in a file and then
• % mpdboot –n n –file=〈machines〉

# run daemons
• % mpdtrace # list hosts
• % mpiexec –n n 〈command〉
• % mpiexec –n n 〈command〉 | 〈command〉



PVM

% pvm 〈machines〉
pvm> conf # check daemons
pvm> spawn –n -> 〈command〉
pvm> halt



Some interesting examples

sort hosts by their load averages
• in dsh,
dsh --file machines –c ’echo `hostname` `uptime`’ | 
sort +10

• or in GXP
e {{ echo `hostname` `uptime` }} sort +10

broadcast files to all machines
• in dsh,
cat file | dsh –i --file machines --c ’cat > /tmp/f’

• in GXP,
e cat file {{ cat > /tmp/f }}



How does this simple thing have 
something to do with parallel processing?

Bottom line : 
• small data broadcasting/gathering tasks
• machine management, setup
• parallel program launcher



Obvious limitations

Inflexibilities
• an identical or a similar command line on all 

machines
• a single process on each machine
• only one-directional, pipeline-type communication 

(if supported at all)
Inadequate for “task-sharing” type of work 
(CPU hogs, data analysis, etc.) 



Bidirectional communication

GXP mw command connects processes in both 
bidirections
GXP% mw 〈command〉 {{ 〈command〉 }}
GXP% mw 〈command〉



An inspiring use of bidirectional 
communication

mw helps network programs exchange their endpoints 
(e.g., port number)
Excellent match for, e.g.,  network measurement tools
int main() {

s = open server (listening) socket;
printf(“%d¥n”, port number of s);
read stdin to get other processes’ port numbers;
… perhaps connect to other processes …;

}

GXP% mw ./your_network_program



GXP’s task scheduler framework

GXP comes with a small external program 
called `mwrun.py’ (in apps/mw2)
usage (in the above directory): 
GXP% p mwrun.py 〈taskfile〉

dispatches commands to available machines
taskfile : lists command lines to execute
task_name host_constraint command



Remarks

It runs commands modestly with `nice -19’
wrapper
You may use even more modest wrappers (see 
the follow-up web page)
Still, they may disturb other people’s processes. 
Use after letting other users know.
Some clusters are more strictly “managed” by 
“resource managers” (SGE, PBS, Condor …). 
Ask your admin.



How much can we do with 
mechanisms so far?

1. Parameter sweep simulation
• Well done.

2. Large data analysis
• Partially done. Remote data access may be an issue.

3. Network measurements
• Invocations are well supported.

4. P2P communication tools
• Almost irrelevant

5. Scientific computation
• Almost irrelevant



What’s still missing?

Fundamental limitation 
• point-to-point communication. i.e., a way to 

specify which process you want to talk to
Others that make process coordination easier
• “packets of data” (messages)

• must be built from a single byte stream



Part III : Message Passing



Message passing model in general

Processes communicating with send/receive 
primitives.
• send(p, msg);   # send msg to process p
• msg = recv();  # wait a msg to come
• msg = probe(); # check if a msg has come

Typically support collective operations (broadcast, 
scatter/gather, all-to-all, reduction, barrier)
Typically name processes by small integers, which 
are unique only within the application (or the user)



Is socket “message passing”?

To some extent yes, but message passing 
normally has more than that (later)



Instances

MPI (Message Passing Interface) : 
• de facto standard for scientific computation (virtually all 

supercomputer benchmark results are by MPI)
• usually tuned for “high performance” communication (zero-

copy, collective operations)
• no specifications on what happens on a process fault

PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) : 
• basic API is similar to MPI 
• has a notion of dynamic join/leave of processes
• has a fault notification mechanism



MPI basic primitives
MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &P)
• number of processes
MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&n);
• my identifier (0, 1, …, P – 1)
MPI_Send(msg, n, MPI_BYTE, p, tag, MPI_COMM_WORLD)
• send msg (n bytes) to p
MPI_Recv(buf, sizeof(buf), MPI_BYTE, MPI_ANY_SOURCE,
MPI_ANY_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status)
• wait for a msg to come and save it to buf, with its info in status
MPI_Iprobe(MPI_ANY_SOURCE, MPI_ANY_TAG, &flag, 
&status)
• check if a msg has come



MPI collective communications
MPI_Bcast
MPI_Reduce
MPI_Scatter
MPI_Gather
MPI_Alltoall
MPI_Barrier
…



Running MPI program (MPICH2)

Compile:
•mpicc your_program.c …

run mpdboot to launch daemons and then
mpiexec –n n your_program



What does MPI do for you?

They include :
• Quickly launch many processes of a single 

program
• Give each process a convenient name (rank)
• Create underlying connections when necessary
• Efficiently perform collective operations

In principle, any program that benefits from 
any of the above may benefit from MPI



PVM basic primitives

send
• bufid = pvm_initsend(PvmDataDefault);
• pvm_pkbyte(buf, n, stride);
• pvm_pkint(buf, n, stride);
• …
• pvm_send(p, tag);

receive
• pvm_recv(p, tag);
• pvm_trecv(p, tag, timeout);



PVM collective communications

pvm_mcast
pvm_bcast
pvm_barrier
pvm_reduce



PVM process management primitives

tid = pvm_mytid();
pvm_spawn(task, argv, flag, where, n, tids);
pvm_addhosts(hosts, n, info);
pvm_delhosts(hosts, n, info);
pvm_kill(tid);
pvm_notify(about, tag, n, tids);
• about: PvmTaskExit, PvmHostDelete, PvmHostAdd



Running PVM program

Nothing special (the program spawns tasks by 
themselves)



Main drawback of message passing 

It is still too “low level” and “complex to 
program” for a majority of populations, for a 
majority of programs
Though flexible in principle, moderately 
complex coordination easily reaches 
unmanageable level



Why message passing code gets 
unmanageable

It breaks “modularity principle” (a single piece 
of code focuses on a logically single thing)
• communication typically occurs when a process 

needs some data on another
• logically a single sequence of operations scatters 

into many places in the program
• somewhat manageable if the receiver can 

anticipate which message is coming 
• otherwise, processes must always be ready for all 

messages that potentially arrive

send
recv

P Q



More reasons

No support for exchanging structured data 
(lists, tree, etc.)
• the programmer manually has to translate data into 

byte arrays
Each process exposes only a single entry point  
(i.e., process name)
• no way to specify “which data” in a process 



When message passing makes sense 
(for a majority of populations)?

Every process works almost identically at 
around the same time
• true in simple scientific computations (PDE solver)
• “data parallel” computation

General tips : stick to where collective 
communications do many jobs for you

everybody does A

everybody does B

everybody does C



Other Limitations of MPI

Basically, processes must start at the same time
• a new process cannot dynamically join an application (cf. 

Skype-like application)
• NOTE : MPI version 2 supports it to some extent

We don’t know what will happen when
• any process dies (or a machine crashes) 
• if an attempted connection is blocked (typical across sites)
• if a connection gets broken



Part IV : Distributed Objects



What’s distributed objects?

Like regular objects (in C++, Java, or any OO 
languages), but can be referred to, and called, 
from other processes
In the program text, method call to a remote 
object is syntactically identical to regular 
method calls

o

o->foo(…);

P Q



Instances

CORBA : language independent standard for 
distributed objects
• practically for C++ or mixed-language 

developments
Java RMI : Java-specific, but simpler-to-use
dopy : Python-specific. very simple to use (I 
fixed some bugs. see the follow-up web page)



Main benefits

Communication code becomes much simpler 
than message passing
• arguments and return values are automatically 

flattened/unflattened
• each process can have as many objects as desired
• method calls are automatically dispatched without 

the receiver’s explicitly “receiving” them
Allow programs to be written “as if all data are 
local”



Some examples

Java RMI
CORBA
dopy



Origins

RPC (remote procedure calls) : 
• procedures that can be called from other processes
• in the program text, calling remote procedures is 

syntactically identical to regular procedure calls
• invented by Sun to write many “network 

server/clients” (NFS, NIS, etc.) concisely
Distributed objects are natural marriage 
between RPC and object-oriented languages



General concepts (1)
Development time

Interface description
• specify which methods of which classes should be 

made available to remote processes
• In CORBA, it must be written separately with 

class declarations. Java RMI/dopy automatically 
derive it from class declaration

Stub generator/RMI compiler
• generate communication code for each remote 

method (rmic in Java RMI, omniidl in CORBA)



General Concepts (2)
Runtime

Publish/Register : create an object and makes 
it remotely accessible with their names
Lookup : obtain a reference to an object with 
registered names
Typically, only the first handle to a machine is 
obtained this way (more references may be 
passed as arguments or return values)



Remark

Neither RPC nor distributed objects were designed 
for parallel processing as their primary purpose
Generally strong at “real network life support” (error 
handling, security support, etc.)
No surprise when they are weak in certain aspects 
when applied to parallel processing
Parallel programming language community worked 
on “concurrent object-oriented languages” for parallel 
processing long years ago



Parallel processing built on 
distributed objects : basic idea

Each process creates a single, application-
defined, “toplevel” object
The startup routine registers them and 
exchanges their names (all nodes have 
references to all toplevel objects)
An entry point (main function) is called on a 
node in the system



How to do things in parallel

Use threads
• make thread that calls remote methods, and 

continue
Use non-blocking (asynchronous) method call
• CORBA supports “one way” call, which does not 

wait for return values to come
• Java RMI and dopy lack it (must resort to threads)



End result

By playing with CORBA, Java RMI, and dopy along 
this idea, I found nothing satisfactory and end up with 
implementing a new one
• All of them lack adequate support for non-blocking calls 

(only CORBA’s “one way”, with no way to get return 
values later)

• Java RMI and dopy take too much time just to bring up, 
when the number of processes become large (e.g., 100)

• Writing separate interface description in CORBA is a 
burden for programs having many remote methods



Non-blocking calls

An old idea in parallel programming 
community: “future”
• immediately returns a handle,
• through which you can get (wait for) the return 

value when necessary
b = future(g(x, y, z));
/* do something else */
…
touch(b); 



Java RMI and dopy startup

In both systems,
• having a reference to a remote object implies 

having a connection to the remote process
• thus, bringing up N processes implies making N2

connections among them
MPI, on the other hand, lazily makes a 
connection when the first message is sent



COOP (see follow-up web pages)

dopy-like simple-to-use distributed objects, 
plus
• non-blocking calls (future, oneway)
• lightweight object references (without 

connections)



Conclusion

Choose the right level to work at
Running and connecting commands (with GXP, dsh, 
etc.) is straightforward and powerful
Message passing is low-level. Good for simple data 
parallel tasks.
Distributed objects + adequate support for 
asynchronous calls seem a good practical choice that 
should be widespread with good implementation


